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1. Introduction

Mobile robots are platforms that are able to move autonomously. Now a day, their use is increased in different areas like, autonomous vehicles, flexible manufacturing and service environments and lunar explorations. A large number of wheeled or tracked platform mechanisms have been studied and developed to prove their mobility and capability as autonomous robot vehicles (Pin, and Killough, 1994), (Kim, et al., 2003), (Wada, et al., 2000), (Jung, et al., 2000), (Mori, et al., 1999). For large and heavy outdoor robots, four-wheel car-like driving mechanisms or skid-steer platforms have traditionally been used. These vehicles are quite restricted in their motion (Jarvis, 1997), particularly when operating in tight environments.

In recent years, study of nonholonomic systems has been an area of active research. Nonholonomic systems are characterized by nonintegrable rate constraints resulting from rolling contact or momentum conservation. Nonholonomic behaviors are sometimes introduced on purpose in the design of mechanism, in order to obtain certain characteristics and performances such as those in. One advantage offered by nonholonomic systems is the possibility of controlling a higher number of configurations than the number of actuators actually employed in the system, which is sometimes useful in terms of reducing the system’s weight and cost. The nonholonomic constraints cause complexities in trajectory planning and designing of control algorithms for feedback stability of the vehicle system. It is required that a suitable desired trajectory satisfying the above constraint be designed to control a nonholonomic mobile mechanism (Fierro & Lewis, 1997).

On the other hand, holonomic vehicles have been proposed with several advantages and disadvantages, so that there is introduced a control strategy to avoid a nonholonomic constraint of a wheel to implement a holonomic omnidirectional vehicle (Asada & Wada, 1998). Holonomic vehicles, also, have some problems in practical applications such as low payload capability, complicated mechanism and limited accuracy of motion (Ferriere & Raucent, 1998).

Several omnidirectional platforms have been known to be realized by developing a specialized wheel or mobile mechanism. From this point of view, such specialized mechanisms suitable for constructing an omnidirectional mobile robot are summarized as following:

1. Steered wheel mechanism (Chung, et al., 2010), (Wada, et al., 2000).
2. Universal wheel mechanism (Song & Byun, 2004).
3. Ball wheel mechanism (Ostrovskaya et al., 2000), (West & Asada, 1997), (Ghariblu, 2010), (Ghariblu et al., 2010).
4. Orthogonal wheel mechanism (Pin, and Killough, 1994).
5. Crawler mechanism (Tadakuma et al., 2009).
6. Offset steered wheel mechanism (Udengaard & Iagnemma, 2007).

From the workspace viewpoint, mobile robots must be able to reach at any position on its plane of motion, with any orientation. Thus, their frame must have the three Independent Coordinates of the general plane motion of the rigid body. This can be achieved by means of 2 DOF provided the robot frame kinematics is non-holonomic, but maneuvering is required. Maneuvering can be avoided whenever the mobile robot has 3 DOF. Mobility is enhanced by the use of omni-directional instead of conventional wheels. Omni-directional movement is the ability to travel in any path at any specified orientation. This type of drive system combines translation navigation along any desired path and desired orientation. This ability cause many researchers to study in the subject of omni-directional (holonomic) mobile robots and vehicles.

Generally, a special type of wheels called as omni-wheels are used to achieve Omni-directional movement. Omni-wheels are all based on the same general principle: while the wheel provides traction in the direction normal to the motor axis, it can roll passively in the direction of the motor axis. In order to achieve this, the wheel is built using smaller wheels attached along the outside edge of the wheel. Each wheel provides a torque in the direction normal to the motor axis and parallel to the floor.

The main drawback of such structures is vibrations induced into the complete robot system due to the successive shocks occurring when the contact with the ground shifts from one roller to the next. Other drawbacks of omni-wheels are limited load capacity and surmountable bump height that is limited by the diameter of the rollers, and not by the diameter of the wheels, as with conventional wheels. Therefore, these types of wheels are not appropriate to employ in outdoor applications. To overcome these difficulties, (West, & Asada, 1997), (Ostrovskaya et al., 2000), and (Asada & Wada, 1998) introduced omni-directional ball wheel vehicles. All of these designs suffer from technical and functional issues include complex design, cost, nonholonomic structure or limited load capacity.

To overcome the above mentioned difficulties and based on our experiment in fabricating a ball wheel robot (BWR-1) (Ghariblu, 2010), the second generation of this robot (BWR-2) is developed (Ghariblu et al., 2010). In the first generation, a new approach introduced that uses three spherical wheels as main wheels. This design was a good step to develop a new holonomic mobile robotic vehicle. But, after experimental tests, several difficulties were appeared. Most important problems in our former style robot were lack of suspension system, rigid structure of robot, non modular construction of driving system that leads to fixing all driving motor on a common rigid frame, and low effective space between main wheels chassis and floor. These problems are basis to weak operation of robot in passing through rough terrains.

Other drawback was the unwanted locking of ball wheels due to inappropriate structure of their supports to corrupt the overall robot motion on its desired path. To solve the above problems, second generation of a ball wheel mobile robot is designed and constructed. To improve the robot motion in rough terrains several modification are made on our former robot. The first modification was the modular construction of driving system, which separately fabricated and assembled on this system. Also, proper suspension system...
consists of springs and dashpots are added to each driving system. Meanwhile, specific design of the robot solved the trouble of small space between the balls chassis and moving base.

To overcome bearing problem standard ball and socket bearings implemented to ease the balls motion.

The outline of the chapter is as following: Section 2, describes the mechanical and electrical construction of ball wheel robots consist of wheels driving mechanism, chasis and suspension system. Section 3 discusses on new elements of BWR-2 to overcome to drawbacks of BWR-1 robot. Sections 4 and 5 present kinematic and dynamic equations of both robots. Finally, in Section 6 with some simulation studies we show the ability of robot in traversing predefined desired paths.

2. The structure of ball wheel robot

This section introduces the mechanical structure of BWR-1 and troubles find out in that robot. Then we will discuss about modifications utilized in BWR-2 to solve these troubles.

Fig. 1 shows schematic views of BWR-1. The construction of the BWR-1 consisted of a triangular platform and three identical ball wheels that were fixed with bearings between two upper and lower fixing plates. Ball wheels driving were realized by the actuated omni-wheels mounted on a common base over the main base. The locomotion mechanism of this robot consists of three independently actuated ball wheels.

Fig. 1. First type Spherical wheel robot, a) Isometric View, b) Side View, c) Top View
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After the design stage and constructing of first prototype of BWR-1, we determined some difficulties in application of this vehicle in real environment, as follows:

a. In specific conditions owing to rigid structure of robot, in passing through uneven ground one of the robot wheels separated from the moving plane. This fact results unwanted deviation of robot motion from its desired path.

b. Driving wheels and their transmission system were rigidly assembled on a common frame. This fact directed road irregularities and acceleration and deceleration motions to the main body, with a possible degradation to the vehicle required tasks.

c. Unwanted locking of ball wheels due to inappropriate structure of their supports corrupt the overall robot motion.

Above mentioned troubles in BWR-1 degrades its function for performing requested motions such as rotation and lateral movements.

To solve the above problems and achieve the required characteristics for a high performance, its second generation named as BWR-2 is designed and constructed.

2.1 The architecture of BWR-2

Here, the design specification of new ball wheel omni-directional mobile robot BWR-2 is explained (Fig. 2). The objective of designing BWR-2 is to ensure that new robot meets design specifications and overcome weaknesses of BWR-1.

Performing some experiments on BWR-1 directed us to problems existed in robot structure that was mentioned in the previous section.

![Fig. 2. Two different views of BWR-2](image)

BWR-2 robot is an omni-directional mobile platform. Omni-directional design of this robot improves its characteristics for high maneuverability. Consequently, robot can simultaneously move along any desired path with rotation about its geometrical axis.

Same as BWR-1, the new robot BWR-2 is equipped with three balls as main wheels driving by two omni-wheels that transfer motor traction force to the balls. Moreover, three parallel suspension systems consist of springs and dashpots are added to BWR-2 structure. Maximum achievable speed for robot is 3.4 m/s.

To drive the robot, modular and mechanically independent driving system is employed (Fig. 3). Each driving system is driven by a DC motor with reduction ratios of 12:1, consists of a ball as main wheel, and two omni-wheels to transfer motor traction force to the ball, and three parallel suspension systems consists of springs and dashpots.
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A list of robot geometric and physical parameters is summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Geometric and physical characteristics

- **MAIN BASE**
  - Dimension: Equilateral Triangle with 750 mm sides
  - Material: polyamide
  - Weight: 8kg

- **Ball wheels**
  - Dimension: $\phi$ 150 mm
  - Material: polyurethane resin
  - Weight: 0.25 kg

- **Omni-wheels**
  - Dimension: $\phi$ 50 mm
  - Material: Aluminum, peripheral wheels covered with plastic o-ring
  - Weight: 0.1 kg

- **Geared DC motor**
  - 120 rpm- 45 Watt, 12 volt

- **Total weight**: 20 kg, without batteries

Fig. 3 shows the electrical architecture of the BWR. The BWR has an onboard notebook computer. The robot can be controlled remotely through the wireless connection or using a Microsoft game pad USB Sidewinder connected to another USB port of the notebook. Game pad buttons control the movement and rotation of the robot. Three Serial/USB converters are used to connect the robot base. Software drives the motor by the USB hub and the
Serial/USB converters. The robot is powered by two 24V, 7A-H lead-acid batteries. Motor drivers activate DC motors with two omni-wheels assembled on their shaft to transfer motor traction to the ball wheels.

![Fig. 4. Electrical architecture of BWR](image)

### 3. Advantages of BWR-2 robot

Some significant modifications are performed to ensure better function of BWR-2 respecting BWR-1. As bellow:

- Corrugated polyurethane resin spherical ball is utilized to generate relative high coefficient of friction regarding to driving omni-wheels and moving surface.
- Handmade bearings of ball wheels changed with standard ball and socket bearings. By this modification locking problem between bearings and ball wheels appropriately solved. Consequently, balls wheels are able to rotate freely according to vehicle desired motion. Each ball is held by six ball and socket bearings fixed on two sides of the frame disk on outside edge of ball wheel to make stable motion (Fig. 3).
- To make adequate driving force between driving omni-wheels and ball wheel doubled omni-wheels are used.
- Finally, differing from BWR-1 that was designed to navigate in indoor applications or flat surfaces, owing to employing new suspension for wheels BWR-2 will be able to navigate in outdoor applications. It is shown in Fig. 5 by adjusting suspension system according to obstacle existed in the robot path; it can easily traverse along uneven ground.

![Fig. 5. Wheels adjustment with obstacle owing to proper action of suspension system.](image)
4. Kinematics

Kinematics of both robots assuming horizontal plane movement are similar. The main focus lies in the connection between driving omni-wheels angular velocities and robot velocity. Fig. 6 illustrates a top view of the BWR-1 robot. The common radius of all omni-wheels is \( r_w \) and all ball wheels is \( r_s \), and the distance from robot center to the contact points between wheels and floor is \( r_R \). Four sets of coordinates are introduced: The mutually perpendicular unit vectors \([e_x; e_y; e_z]\) are fixed in a global non-moving reference frame, with \( e_x \) and \( e_y \) being parallel to the floor and \( e_z \) facing upwards. The unit vectors \([e'_1; e'_2; e'_3]\) are also mutually perpendicular. They are fixed on the robot, \( e'_1 \) denotes the robot forward direction and \( e'_3 \) is parallel to \( e_z \). Note that \( e_z \) represents a translational dimension whereas \( e'_3 \) is used to express rotational quantities. The third set of coordinates consists of the unit vectors \([e_{w1}; e_{w2}; e_{w3}]\), each of them points in the respective wheel's axial direction. The unit vectors \([e_1; e_2; e_3]\), are pointing in the wheel peripheral directions. They are linearly dependent on \( e'_1 \) and \( e'_2 \) and compute as vector cross products:

\[
e_i = e'_3 \times e_{wi}, \quad i = 1, 2, 3
\]

The origin of the \( X'Y' \) coordinate system is located in the robot's geometrical center where the omni-wheel axes intersect. The robot orientation \( \alpha \) is defined as the angle between \( e_x \) and \( e'_1 \).

The robot velocity is expressed by \( \dot{X}_R = [\dot{x}, \dot{y}, \dot{\alpha}]^T \) and \( \dot{X}'_G = [\dot{x}', \dot{y}', \dot{\alpha}']^T \) in global and body coordinates, respectively. The angular velocity of the omni-wheels are expressed by \( \dot{\phi} = [\dot{\phi}_1, \dot{\phi}_2, \dot{\phi}_3]^T \). Matrix \( T_W^R \) transforms body coordinates into omni-wheel coordinates, and \( T_G^B \) transforms global coordinates into body coordinates. It can be seen that body coordinates and wheels motion are expressed as
\[
\begin{align*}
-\phi_1 &= \dot{x}' \sin 60 + \dot{y}' \sin 30 + \dot{\alpha} r_R \\
-\phi_2 &= \dot{x}' \sin 60 + \dot{y}' \sin 30 + \dot{\alpha} r_R \\
-\phi_3 &= 0 - \dot{y}' + \dot{\alpha} r_R
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

Matrix form of Eq. 2 is

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\dot{\phi}_1 \\
\dot{\phi}_2 \\
\dot{\phi}_3
\end{bmatrix}
= T^R_W
\begin{bmatrix}
x' \\
y' \\
\dot{\alpha}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Where

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x' \\
y' \\
\dot{\alpha}
\end{bmatrix}
= T^G_R
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\
y \\
\dot{\alpha}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(3)

Substituting Eq. 3 into Eq. 2, the relation between \(\dot{\phi}\) and \(\dot{X}_R\) is derived.

\[
T^W_R = -\frac{1}{r_w}
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} & 1 & r_R \\
\frac{-\sqrt{3}}{2} & 1 & r_R \\
0 & -1 & r_R
\end{bmatrix},
T^G_R =
\begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\alpha) & \sin(\alpha) & 0 \\
-\sin(\alpha) & \cos(\alpha) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(4)

5. Dynamics

In this section, to simplify the dynamic equations, it is assumed that robot motion lies in a horizontal surface without obstacles. Therefore, to derive the dynamic equations, the action of suspension system would be neglected. Fig. 7 shows the masses and inertias of the robot. The robot is modeled as a set of three different rigid bodies. The robot chassis is illustrated as a triangle. Its mass \(m_c\) contains the chassis, motors, battery, and all other parts rigidly attached to it, its moment of inertia with respect to the \(Z'\) axis is \(I_{Z'}\). Its mass center is assumed to be located on the \(Z'\) axis. The three omni-wheels are same, with masses of \(m_w\). The mass center of the omni-wheels is located on their axis of rotation at the distance \(r_R\) from the robot’s center. Also, moments of inertia about the axis passing through their center and parallel to \(Z'\) axis and axis of rotation are \(I_{wz'}\) and \(I_{wa}\) respectively. Also, the three ball wheels are the same, with masses of \(m_s\), their moments of inertia about principle axis of rotation is \(I_s\). The robot total mass \(m_R\) consists of the chassis mass plus the wheels masses. Its center of mass is assumed to be located on the \(Z'\) axis at the height \(h_M\) above the ground:

\[
\begin{align*}
m_R &= m_c + 3m_w + 3m_s \\
I_R &= I_{Z'} + 3(I_{wz'} + I_s + (m_s + m_w) r_R^2)
\end{align*}
\]

(5)
Assuming horizontal motion for the robot, the gravitational potential energy may be omitted. The Euler-Lagrange equations of motion for the simplified robot model are

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial \dot{q}_i} \right) - \frac{\partial T}{\partial q_i} = Q_i, \quad i = 1, 2, 3
\]  

(6)

The robot's generalized coordinates is expressed with its omni-wheels angular motion \( [\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3]^T = [\phi_1, \phi_2, \phi_3]^T \). Therefore, associated generalized force \( Q_i \), are the motor torques applied to the actuators attached to the driving omni-wheels, \( [Q_1, Q_2, Q_3]^T = [T_1, T_2, T_3]^T \).

The robot's kinetic energy \( T \) is

\[
T = T_{\text{trans}} + T_{\text{rot}}:
\]

\[
T_{\text{trans}} = \frac{1}{2} m_R (\dot{x}^2 + \dot{y}^2), \quad T_{\text{rot}} = \frac{1}{2} I_R \dot{\alpha}^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{3} (I_{i \omega} + \left( \frac{r_m}{r_s} \right)^2 I_s) \dot{\phi}_i^2
\]  

(7)

Components of \( \dot{x}, \dot{y} \) and \( \dot{\alpha} \) in the Eq. (7) are substituted from Eqs. (2) and (3) with respect to actuators angular velocities \( \dot{\phi}_1, \dot{\phi}_2 \) and \( \dot{\phi}_3 \). Computing the derivatives in the Euler-Lagrange equations and rearranging terms, the equations of motion can be expressed in its closed form as

\[
M(\phi) \ddot{\phi} + C(\phi, \dot{\phi}) + G(\phi) + D(\phi) = T
\]  

(8)

Fig. 7. Robot mass and inertia properties

6. Simulation study

Some numerical examples have been performed based on equations developed in the previous section to simulate the behavior of the robot. Hence, a circular path is used with two scenarios of motion for the vehicle. Then, associated equivalent motor torques and wheels angular motions are computed, and overall characteristics of the robot are analyzed and evaluated.
The given trajectory is a circle with radius of 1.5 m. The motion of robot starts from the rest with constant acceleration and reaches to its maximum velocity $V_{\text{max}}$ in the first 90°, then moves with constant velocity $V_{\text{max}}$ in the next 180° of the path, and, finally decelerates constantly in the last 90° to reach at rest. The overall time of the motion is equal $t=6.0$ s.

In the first scenario, as shown in the Fig. (8-a), during the motion $X'$ axis that shows forward direction, is directed tangent to the robot path. The corresponding actuators angular velocities and torques are shown in Fig’s (8-b) and (8-c).

![Diagram showing the motion of a robot with a circular trajectory](image)

Fig. 8. a) Robot moving with Orient tangent to the path, b and c) corresponding actuators angular velocities and torques

In the second scenario, as shown in the Fig. (9), direction of the robot during the motion is fixed. The corresponding actuators angular velocities and torques are shown in Fig’s (9-a) and (9-b).

According to the simulation results, it can be seen that both ball wheeled platforms are able to move on a given path with different scenarios.
7. Conclusion

The concept, design and implementation of an autonomous spherical wheel mobile robots, named as BWR-1 and BWR-2 has been presented. A prototype of such platforms has been built using three spherical wheels driven by classical omni-wheels. These robots are omni-directional, and so simultaneous longitudinal, transverse and rotational motions are possible. These robots have the same mobility as robots equipped with classical universal wheels that are suitable for in indoor applications. But, these robots owing to larger diameter of ball wheels are able to move in outdoor purposes, especially BWR-2 that provides a modular driving system equipped to suspension system. Future work will employ new features on the prototype for autonomous navigation such as optic encoders mounted on passive universal wheels and camera for vision.
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